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Motivation

dynamic networks

uncertainties safety-critical

autonomous 
decisions

run-time evolution

TRUST ???
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Vision

Why?

Warm water will be available 
in 20 minutes.

You normally don’t shower 
before 7 a.m.

The water boiler starts heating 
At 6.30 a.m. to save energy.

How can I 
change this?

I found three options:
1) switch off energy saving

2) manually enter starting time
3) let me sync with your alarm

It’s too cold!explanation of past & current behavior

answer questions about the system’s future behavior
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The MAB-EX Loop for Explainability

Self-Explaining: 
- autonomously detect need for explanations
- provide recipient-specific explanations
- learn from observations & interactions

 

 A  P

M E

Managed System

Knowledge Models

MAPE-K Loop from IBM [2]
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Example: V2X driver assistance system 
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Monitor

     relevant sensor data

            commands from controller components

user and/or system interactions & former explanations

example: position of the car,
answer of the controller
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Analyze

       

      

     process explanation queries from recipient

    

     detect behavior that requires an explanation 

 (e.g., irregularities in the monitored sensor data, sudden 

changes in the user interactions)

example: car on lane L1 
and enteringDisallowed?
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Build

evaluate explanation model to build explanation

causal relationships between events and system reactions
 

→ traces of events 

→ look-ahead simulation (“What happens if ... ?”, “When will ... be 

possible again?”)

contains
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Example: Models of Causality Approach [3]

easy to model & integrate

limited to anticipated phenomena
& past/current situations 
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Example: Explanations from Run-Time Models

can be queried and executed
for look-ahead predictions

higher modeling effort

Scenario Modeling Language [4]
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Explain

understandable explanation for the recipient

based on recipient model: 

mental model of a human                  explanation interface    

                                                   between different systems
  

→ explanation format, level of abstraction, points of interest

example: “Entering is disallowed because other cars 
are passing the obstacle in the opposite direction 

and a priority vehicle is registered for passing the obstacle“
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EX-Model Learning

system and recipient may evolve over time 

uncertainties at design time (about the system behavior, 
operational context, and the recipient and its preferences)

→ update explanation model and recipient model 

possible realizations: machine learning algorithms, expert 
system, learning from user reactions
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Summary

Why?

What happens if ..?

How can I achieve ..?
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